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EAGLE ELEVEN TOPPLES BEFORE ORANGE TORNADO
SYRACUSE WARRIORS
BLANK B. C.
GRIDDERS

SENIORS PREPARE
EXTENSIVE YEAR
Proposed Combined Social
of All District Clubs

McBride Hero of Game in
Run for Touchdown

POSTPONE SMOKER

At attendance composed entirely of
two-score freshmen presented an uninspiring sight at the first meeting
of the Freshman Sodality. A representation of a mere ten per cent, of
the men of 1928 does not bespeak the
proper spirit of the class.
Father Johnson, S.J., the new mod
erator, voiced his surprise and regret
at this thoughtlessness to the Mother

of God. He concluded his talk with a
brief discussion on the manliness of
devotion to the Virgin.
Election of officers will be held at
some meeting in the near future.

Sophs Postpone

Class Election
The Sophomore class elections
have been postponed until after the
retreat.
In the meantime the respective candidates are seeking the
required signatures.

LITERARY MONTHLY
New History Academy Formed
IN APPEARANCE
at College by Department Head
MEETS WITH

October Issue of "Stylus"
Contains Many Features

APPROVAL AMONG STUDENTS

Announcement that the college,
from this month forward through the
scholastic year, and possibly for years
to come, would have an academy or

has been greeted
by the student body with- genuine enthusiasm. Thinking collegians are in
favor of the idea, and hope to reap a
great deal of benefit from the project,

contemporary history

which comes as the result of active
interest lately displayed in the history courses of Boston College, now
headed by Mr. Martin Harney, S.J.,
a man who has made an ordinary subject a living thing.
The paramount difficulty is getting
the course under way. Once this is
accomplished and attendance at eonvocations is satisfactory, nothing can
hinder the institute from becoming a
great extra-curriculum activity, as
the college papers, debating, and musical clubs. The primary object, as outlined by the history professor, is to
study and dissect the potent international movements of the day, not only
in their evolution, but particularly in
effect.
Fully eighty-five students of B. C.
have signified their intentions of joining in the academy. This is surely
gratifying to Mr. Harney, and furthermore proves that the college man.
at least here on tin- Heights, has a
living interest in his education. It is
planned to have each member apportioned to a group; and every class assigned to "cover"'?as it were?one of

Attendance Large
at Daily Masses
A large number of students attended Mass the day of the departure of the team for Syracuse. The
football team was present and received Holy Communion in a body.
The attendance at daily Mass hasbeen quite large, and the increase in
the number of communicants is very

gratifying.

Father Sullivan. S.J., the Student
Counsellor, again requests the students to be present at their class
Mass. Since it is only once a week it
should not be much of a sacrifice for
most of the students who live in the
nearby suburbs of Boston to be present and receive.
The supply of rosary beads which
the moderator had is fast dwindling.
Those who still have no beads may obtain them at the Counsellor's office
during any recess or after class hour-.

the

folowtng districts:

The

United

STORIES GOOD

Far East Italy, Spain
and South America.
The importance of open discussion
in the weekly assembly is stressed by
the academy's chief promoter, as it is
the partaking in this which will bring
out latent talent in a man. Personal
opinions of the academicians, as well
as written reports, and perusal of current events in the various dailies and
weeklies, will be requested. Thus will
there be a personal gain, and thus will
renown accrue to the college.

The "Stylus."' the Boston College
literary publication, made its initial
appearance of the season when the

(Near East),

October

was

distributed

through the classes last week. The
issue is well arranged, a novel plan
being followed in the interspertion of
ads among the departments.
The issue contains two well-written

short

stories,

which

was

rather

startling, inasmuch as there seemed
to have been a dirth of such literary

material for the past few years.
The first, a rather lengthy piece,
entitled "A Portrait in Two Panels,"
is a tale of realism from the typewriter of Will F. Walsh, '25. The

Sculptural Gifts
Made to Library

story, according to its introduction,
presents a character in two entirely
different moral situations, and is
cleverly done.
The second is of a lighter trend:
A tale of college days, in which the
"hero" is suddenly jerked from the
heights of his own estimation. The
type of story to which the "Wild Bull
of the Campus" belongs is a new departure for its author. James E.
Tobin, '25, the editor of the
HEIGHTS.
Three interesting essays: "If There
Is No Election," by T. Everett McPeake. '25; "Irish Manuscripts," by
John V. Chisolm, '26, and "A Fireside
and Van Dyke," by Joseph M.
Dolan. '27, also grace the volume.

Among the recent donations to the
library in Saint Mary's Hall are some
splendid pieces of sculpture in bronze,
the generous gift of Monsignor Connally. The library is also the recipient
of a very welcome addition of a number of new volumes from the same

benefactor.
Although its activities are rather
confined just at the present moment,
the statinry is being constantly augmented by recent purchases along
historical lines. The task of removing all scientific works to th.: reference library in the new science building ha> been recently accomplished.
Of paramount importance is the
report that the work of compiling the
catalogue will be begun in the near
future. To this end Father Stinson
is at present engaged in arranging the
numerous volumes. A new system of
cataloguing will be employed under
the rules of the Library of Congress.
It is expected that the work will be
completed some time during the second term.

number

Somerville Club
Elects Officers

?

Fulton Appoints
Lecture Teams
The first regular meeting of the
Fulton Debating Society was held on
I the afternoon of Wednesday, the fiftecnth. President Gavan summoned
the meeting to order that he might
determine who should represent the
Society

in

the public

lecture

All-American quartet could do, while
the B. C. backs gave a splendid account of themselves, Bill Cronin especially excelling in the defensive
game. The struggle attracted more
than 20,000 to the Archbold Stadium.
Meßride
turned in one of the
greatest games of his career in football uniform, his offensive work accounting for each and all of his
team's 10 points while his defensive
contributions were the big outstanding features of the day's play.
His tackle of McKienney in the
third period of play; wijh that \u25a0.player V subsequent fumble and a Syracuse recover, and his recovery of the
ball for Syracuse after At O'Neil, the
dashing Boston end, had blocked a
punt behind the Syracuse goal line
will stand out boldly as two of the

States, Great Britain, Ireland, France.
Central Europe, Russia, Western Asia

I

Freshmen Fail to
Attend Sodality

McBRIDE OFF ON HIS LONG RUN THAT SPELT DEFEAT FOR B. C

:

ture.

'Twas a tale of woe that the wires
brought back to Boston Saturday
afternoon and the moan was Syracuse
10, Boston College O.
The Eagles
played a hard game but were up
against an eastern tornado in Jack
Meßride, the Orange wonder man.
As for the game, it was a thriller.
The Syracuse backfie.ld did all that an

;

The senior class, through its president, William A. Reilly, comes forward with a plan for a new feature of
the social season. For many years
the senior class has been running a
reception on the evening of the Holy
Cross game, which has always been
largely attended. It is now proposed
by the present members of the upper
class that the assembly, instead of
being under the direction of the fourth
year men, be held by the Associated
B. C. Clubs.
It is planned that each Club subscribe for and guarantee the sale of
a certain number of tickets, and thus
the success of the affair will be assured well in advance. The proceeds
of the event, which should be considerable, would thus do away with individual donations from the clubs to
the senior year Sub-Turri.
In years past, the B. C. clubs have
separately held numerous small informal affairs, which were more or
less financially a success. T\ie clubs
working individually and without cooperation were able only in a small
way to promote the college spirit by
their social events. By this one great
associated reception the work of the
clubs will be most fittingly crowned.
Let us hope that this affair, when it
materializes, will be but the first step
in the promotion of one great cooperative and association B. C. Club!
The big Freshman Smoker, originally scheduled for the twenty-fourth
of this month has been indefinitely
postponed because of the intervention
of the Syracuse game and the annual
retreat. It was the senior's plan to
honor the. members of the entering
class with this smoker. The annual
retreat will come earlier than usual
this year and together with the Syracuse game has made necessary an entire change of plans.
Rumor now has it that a mammoth
All-Boston College night at some
down-town auditorium will take the
place of the smoker. Instead of the
usual football talks which would ordinarily characterize a smoker at
this season, a real, high-class, professional vaudeville entertainment will
take its place.
While all these plans are purely
tentative it is positive that soma
really big celebration in honor of the
class of V.)2S is dated for the near fu-

best Orange plays of the year when
the Syracuse gridiron history of 1924
is written.
But it was on offense that "Meßride
gave the great throng assembled its
greatest thrills.

B. C. Kicked Off
B. C. kicked off to start the combat and the ball was grounded for a
touchback, Syracuse starting the offense from its own 20-yard line.
Three stabs were failures and Bayley
punted.
Darling punted back on the first
formation and Foley took a free
catch on his own 20-yard line. Neither
team made a real gain for 10 minutes,
B. C. trying only once or twice, frequently kicked on the first formation
after receiving a punt.
The first real thrill came in the
eleventh minute, when Simmons
blocked a forward pass on Syracuse's
2-'>-yard line and the Orange took the
ball on downs. On the first play, Jim
P'oley tore into left tackle, squirmed
away from the secondary defence and
dodged his way along the sidelines

for no yeards before he was brought
down by Joe McKcnney on Boston's
22-yard mark.
Orange

Threatened
The
stands yelled for a
touchdown but a loss and 15-yard
penalty sent the ball and Syracuse
was forced to kick.
The kicking duel was resumed and
continued until near the close of the
period when Syracuse took a punt on
its own 23-yard line. Foley hit off
tackle for seven yards and Chester
Bowman swung the end for nine and
a first on the 40-yard mark.
The Boston College ends spread
out further and the tackles also
Continued on page 1 column 1
Syracuse

tour.

i Two teams were .selected who will
address the various social organizaAt the first meeting of the year, the j tions between Boston and Worcester,
Boston College Club of Somerville j discussing the proposed Child Labor
elected the following officers: J. Ste- ' Law Amendment.
pheen Patten, president; Arthur L. I
Those chosen for the honors were
McManus, vice-president; John P. | John J. Hanrahan '26, Victor C. Carr
Reardon, treasurer; and Thomas A. ! '25, and Joseph M. Gavan '25 and
Kearns, secretary. Plans were dis- | Thomas J. Quilty '25 acting as altercussed for the annual social to be held I nates.
on Thanksgiving night at the GranThe first public lecture that has
tenbury Bungalow. The members of i been scheduled will be given Wednesthe Dance Committee are John Rear- i day evening, October the 2nd, under
don, Arthur McManus,
Thomas ! the auspices of St. Leo s Parish, DorKearns and Randall Coyne.
chester.

Fr. Stanton, S.J.
to Give Retreat
It has been announced that the anretreat to the underclassmen
will be given this year by Rev. William Stanton, S.J., the head of the
Jesuit mission band. It will be remembered that Father Stanton, S.J.,
gave the retreat to B. C. undergraduates three years ago.
No official announcement of the
appointment of the Senior Retreat
Master has yet been made.
nual
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AS THE WORLD WAGS
nothing short of
The progress we are making here at B. C.is
hockey
and track
remarkable. In athletics our football, baseball,
So
too
in
all other
the
best.
with
everywhere
numbered
teams are
in a fine
making
progress
we
are
lines of undergraduate endeavor
and healthy manner.
But for the most of us here at B. C. by far the most important
to gain as
is progress in intellectual endeavor. We are all here
educagaining
that
too,
in
and,
possible
complete an education as
graduation
post
in
advantage
tion, to learn how to put it to best
days'. And so we note the new advance in intellectual endeavor
with a justifiable pride and with great pleasure. We speak of the
new Academy of Contemporary History.
To our knowledge no single society or institution in Boston College has ever received such a cordial welcome and such a hearty
indorsement by the student body. We visited the History Lecture
members,
room while the academy was in session. We found 80
representing every class and course in the college, all enthusiastic
and ready for work.
Everyone in the Academy will be brought into close touch with
all the world's problems. They will learn methods of properly
valuating world news, of getting behind the scenes in history, of
appraising and weighing motives.
The benefit to be derived is enormous. They will make a practical application of their training, their minds and perspectives
will be broadened, they will feel a new cultural influence, and they
will receive a wonderful, practical training for the actualities
of Ufe.

WHEN YOU FINISH CLASS
This editorial is especially directed towards Freshmen. We
are once more going to advocate the cause of extra-curriculum activities : a topic so frequently treated in the past that most of the
upper classmen are by now either members of some society or club
or else are case-hardened veterans of the famous "2.30" union who
couldn't be persuaded to grace the Heights with their presence after class unless handicapped with ball and chain. Hence to the
Freshmen:
One half of a man's education is received in the class room
and the other half he acquires by himself in a multitude of places
under a diversity of time and circumstances. The various clubs
and societies which compose the extra-curriculum activities of
Boston College are schools of experience wherein you can apply
your education or supplement and broaden it.
For a man starting his college career there is no better way of
making himself a factor in the development of his college than by
joining one or the other of the various clubs devoted to the advancement of B. C.'s welfare along certain specified lines. The
clubs are diversified enough to satisfy the natural bent of almost
every man, extending as they do to the fields of journalism, oratory, sport, music, science and history. They furnish practical
opportunities for specializing in fields that appeal to individual
taste and talent.
College life would indeed be bare and barren were it not for
these organizations fostered by the initiative of the undergraduates themselves and maintained by the progressive, energetic
spirit of the men who undertake to lead them. Boston College
owes much to these activities for their work in the past and a goodly
part of her success depends on their work in the future.
However, these societies are beneficial only to the extent to which the
students support them. The ranks of these organizations are depleted yearly as the classes move on and new men must fill the gaps.
The Freshmen have an obligation of assisting in this work of the
clubs and this duty can best be performed by having every man
join some extra-curriculum organization.

October 21, 1924

St. Mary's College, Founded on the Plains of
Kansas, Now Comprises Twelve Beautiful Buildings
Far out in the golden west under
the brow of the long, low hills that
line the River Kaw, a small hand of
Pottawatomie Indians led by Pr.
Verreydt, a Jesuit priest, halted alter
endless days of marching. In solemn
prayer they invoked the blessing of
our Messed Mother and called the
new-found settlement "St. Mary's."
This was in June, 1848.

state and empowered to confer deand academic honors.
Little is known of the gradual advancement of the college during the
years before
it was doing

was settled; that it was
developing the brains of the western
youth along the best lines before
John Brown set foot in Kansas; that
it was the first seat of learning in all
that immense territory called, in
those early days, the "Indian Country."
From time to time wooden structures were added until in the seventies and eighties they were destroyed
by fires. But their loss only made
room for the erection of large brick
buildings which really marked the
beginning of the great St. Mary's.
Three-quarters of a century have
passed and the little mission school
has grown into one of the largest colleges of the southwest, perhaps soon
to be a University. Over a tract of
2,000 acres twelve buildings are now
scattered, leaving plenty of room for
future expansion.
The oldest, a group of four buildings called the Senior quadrangle,
are square stone structures admirably
situated on the level land sloping
toward the bluffs which overlook the
river Kaw on one side and the rolling
prairies on the other. This group
comprises the Recitation Hall, Senior
Study Hall, Library and Dormitory.
The Faculty Building erected about
the same time is situated' to the north
of this group. An infirmary completed in 1896 is conveniently located
to the west of the buildings mentioned

children.
This was their first effort and it
was a mighty task, for the Gospels
and Epistles had to be translated and
a bi-lingual dictionary compiled. Here
a time Indian and white were
classmates, but in 1849 a separate
school, with an enrollment of 120,
was founded for the children of the

for

settlers.
Continued lack of
funds and the expenses incurred in
caring for broken-down gold seekers
so retarded the development of this
school that it was not until 1869 that
the institution was granted a college
charter under a general law of the
white
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started those many years ago.
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what about the stick-to-it-ness that
the ball behind that last white
chalk line. A famous coach divides
the makeup of a player into two
parts: Legs and an engine. We have
a fellow by the name of Jones who
sees to it that the grid stars' under
loins are doing their bit. The best
coach in the country has designed that
engine. But you, the undergraduates
of Boston College, have the job of
oiling that noble machine.
The poet sings of a cup that cheers.
But we all know that there is a larger
cup that cheers, extending well along
the ten-yard line, and bubbling with
the followers of the maroon and gold
team. There on Saturday afternoons
we want to see that cup overbrimming with the potent nectar of "For
Boston." and sweetened by the divine
words of "Hail, Alama Mater." So
think it over.
A Junior.

V.' ?''""\u25a0 \

oratories, a lecture room and an
animal room.
But these do not suffice, for every
day youths are knocking at her gates.
A new class-room building, new
dormitories, new Science labs, another "Hall" and a new library are
needed at once.
To provide for these and to create
an endowment fund St. Mary's is
conducting a drive for $750,000, or
$10,000 for every year of her existence. Let us hope that it will be
over-subscribed and that every loyal
St. Mary's man will gladly aid the
worthy cause that she may continue
to the end of time the great work

Loyola Hall, a dormitory capable
of accommodating 156 students became a reality in 1907. This is sit-

puts

;'.

chemistry department complete in
every detail.
Apart from the structures mentioned above is the building of the
Department of Biology with two lab-

above.

To the Editor:
Does this man's college demand a
cheering section ? Does modern radio
survive without broadcasters ? Every
schoolboy knows, or ought to know,
that eleven men do not compose a
football team. Four wheels do not
make a flivver; motive power must
be taken into consideration. Thus
what every team needs is a line behind the line behind the ball, ready,
eager, and fired with spirit (which
does not come in boxes), whenever
occasion arises, and the team certainly does if recollections of the first
period of last year's Holy Cross game
appear.
What a gallon of John D.'s private
stock is to a Rolls Royce, so is a lusty
cheer to a man on the playing field.
Physical condition is essential, but

\\

One year later first Mass was celebrated in a beautiful Gothic church
made possible by the gratitude of St.
Mary's "sons." This was followed
two years later by an up-to-date gymnasium built of native limestone, and
sufficiently large to be used as the
college auditorium. The entrance to
the grounds is through a beautiful
Memorial Arch, dedicated to her
alumni who fell in war.
Since 1920 two new buildings,
housing three courses have been appended. The Refectory, accommodating 700 students, is in medieval style
with rough stone finish. The third
floor of this building has been turned
over to the physics department and
here are found a laboratory and lecture hall.
The second floor is devoted to a

it was charted save that
educational work before

California

Joined by other Jesuit priests Fr.
Verreydt began to build, and under
his able supervision a town was soon
established. Then a church, the only
one in the "Indian Country," until
the Pro-Cathedral of Rt. Rev. J. B.
Miege, Bishop of Kansas, erected in
1851, reared its lofty spires to the
heavens from which it sprung.
But
their labors had just commenced and
a Mission school must be founded for
the conversion of the Indian and the
proper religious training of the
rapidly increasing numbers of white

/\u25a0'\u25a0

uated on the highest point of the
college property and overlooks miles
of fertile valleys to north and south.
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"Stylus" Staff Another Array of
Pen-Pushers and Penny-Grabbers

3
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ARCHITECTURE SPAICULNPTITUNREG

In the second of the series on the
men who do things at Boston College, The HEIGHTS places before
the view of the students and Alumni
of the school, the Editors and Mar,
agers of the Stylus, the B. C. literary
monthly.
The Stylus was
founded in 1883, and now enters on
ar, under the guidits forty-first
ance of Victor C. Carr '25, John C.
Sullivan '25, and Charles O. Monahan '25.
Victor C. Carr is the editor-inchief of the Stylus and has charge of
the material that comes into the
sanctum as well as the makeup of
the paper. Vic is rather celebrated
as an author and a poet, but still he
usually acts normal.
Only recently a New York magazine secured one of Vic's stories ana
used it the following' month. The
Stratford College Anthology has.
also used some of Vic's poems. Tht
latest one to get into the anthology
was entitled "I Wonder." The only
wonder that we got out of it was
wonderment that it ever was published.
"Hot Lips"
Two years ago Vic was renowned
for his love stories and sonnets,
"To her eyes and ruby lips," etc., but
somehow they haven't appeared in
the past twenty-four months. The
Stylus is considering offering a
prize to the man who can find out
the reason for Vic's sudden loss of
interest in the affairs of Eros. Vic
now lives as a recluse in the wilds
that separate the New tons from
West Roxbury. There are no cars
within miles and the winds moan
poetically through the pines around
his hermitage.
John C. Sullivan, or, as he prefers
to call it, "Jackie" Sullivan, is the
business
manager of the paper.
John has been called by different
names by different members of the
staff, the most notable cognomens
being "crumb, penny squeezer and a
very capable business manager."
Vic evev\ told us that every nickel
that John possesses has hinges
upon it, and that if he gives it to
you it's a boomerang.
Charlie Monahan is the ad man
of the Stylus, and he is a real ad for
a Fifth avenue men's shop.
Some
people even call Charlie the Chester-

field of ths stall'. Charlie's greatest
possession is that wonderful smile
of his.
It says: "I'm Mr. Boston
College. Look me over."
Yes, that's Charlie, all right.
Will He?
Will Walsh is the Sherlock Holmes
of the Stylus, not in achievements
but just in looks. He has that austere countenance that made his English rival famous.
In addition he
also boasts of the black, tortoiseshell glasses and, like Sherlock,
takes them off whenever he wants to
talk to anyone.
Will has been the exchange editor
of the paper for the past two years
and has secured a well-earned reputation for himself as a critic of
verse, as written by the young ladies
of the various colleges in the country.
Will writes them up first and
then writes to them asking for an
introduction.
Jim Tobin, editor of The HEIGHTS,
is also a member of the Stylus. Jim,
like the boss, Vic Carr, has had
poems published in the college anthology and also in the "Cape Cod,"
where Jim tried the newspaper game,
last summer, at a great loss to himself, in everything but experience.
John Cray edits Apud Poetas, or,
as it has since been called, the Apples
and Potatoes Department. John, says
Vic, has a great future, but he leaves
it out in the hall when he comes into
the office.
John has a peculiar "mode of action

\u25a0HsT

when copy is called for on the
fifteenth of the month. It goes like
this:
Vic: "Any copy from the Poetry
Department, John?"
A few minutes of abstraction on
the part of John.
Copy!
Vic: "Any copy, John?
COPY! COPY!"
John: "Oh, you mean my department. I'll bring it to you later, Vic."
Mike Rock takes care of sports for
the magazine. Mike is also manager
of the football team and so gives the
inside dope to the Stylus readers on
the first of every month.
Mike is a native of the hills of Vermont; that is to say, a maple sugar
baby, and whenever he gets homesick the Stylus secures several poems
on the beauties of the hills of Vermont. Alike is also a Republican,
seeing as he lives only a few miles
from Plymouth, Vt.
Of course you
have read his essay on Plymouth, the
home of Calvin Cooiidge. There are
several available copies in the Stylus
office. Tiie line forms at the right of
the door if you want your copy.
John Corr.iey is the art editor of
the paper.
He draws the cartoons
and department leads for the Stylus
stories. It is whispered around the
office that John intends to illustrate
all of Vic's love stories when they
come out in book form next June.
Personally we don't think that any
pen is tempered enough to withstand
the heat of the stories.
Joe Beatie ha:.; been called Father
Time's cousin. lie is the intellectual
balance that keeps the youthful exuberance of the staff down. Notice

Joe's editorials in the November issue
the Stylus!
The Seven Tribes
The Junior members of the Stylus
staff are Hennie Lawlor, who has
charge of the Alumni Department;
Everett McPeake, of the Domi Department; Bid Cor.sodine and Ed Callahan, the Associate Editors, and P. J.
McDcrmott, assistant in the Art Deof

partment.

Hennie goes in for essays and book
reviews in the magazine and is as
much at home with a bat and glove as
with the pen or typewriter. Everett
is the Domi Editor, as we have said,
and he certainly makes himself at
home in the office. Always boisterous and, looking for some one to click
the typewriter's keys for him, you can
both see and hear "T" from a considerable distance.
Bill Consodine bursts forth every
so often in verse and an occasional
love story, following the example of
Messrs. Carr and Tobin, while Ed Callahan is Will Walsh's Will Wimble
(lisp that one awhile). They both belong to a mutual admiration society.
It is Ltd. to two members.
Pete McDermott will be a great
artist some day if he loses some of
his seriousness. That quiet air and
the glasses make one mistake him for
the editor.
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Tradition has it that those who have are not
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Gaelic is

Greek is

.

UNDERTAKER
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same fraternity. J low wo came to
lead off with this proverb may baffle
someone here and there. Passengers
lately arrived at the local port aboard
steamships touching seaports of Ireland are source for the refreshing
news that the Free State has taken
steps preparatory to the assignment
of a capable person as minister of art
in the state cabinet. Thus "begun is
two-thirds done" (or use our Gaelic)
is an epigram applicable this week.
So when in the not distant future a
representative of the arts ?and this
is inclusive of literature and music?
takes his seat in the select group,
then no doubt the good people of the
isle will rejoice in the knowledge
that they have what majestic America
with all its wealth and intellect has
not: a secretary of art. Last year,
methinks it was, a few individuals
fanned the smouldering
ashes of
propaganda for art exponency among
the U. S. cabinet-officers. Such passiveness as wo show in this regard is
only clarified and brought out upon
the stage of international affairs when
an infant state as that of Ireland acts
. Boston is once
so judiciously. .
again in the artistic limelight.
Architecture is her boast on this occasion. The wife of our late president, YVoodrow Wilson, has turned
the effulgent spotlight on this locality
in choosing Cram and Ferguson as
designers for the torn!) that will
ensconce the remains of her noted
husband, now living in the capital.
Ralph Adams Cram perhaps ranks as
the greatest supervising architect in
the entire world today. Among other
duties, he is superintending the return of Faneuil hall?down town?to
its pristine and colonial symmetry
besides acting as consulting
(!),
builder in the erection of New York's
latest non-Catholic church, outlay of
which will finally amount to a sum
composed of eight digits! .
. The
current exhibit at the Boston Art Club
on Dartmouth street near Copley
Square presents to the experienced
galleryist some assuagement from
provincialism, even though certain of
the pieces shown are truly awful.
Fiene, one of the coterie of painters
from the Woodstock art colony of
New York, does not materially aid his
brother and sister artists in making
this show a success. One of his indignities?Landscape Before Bain
looks as if it were caught in that
impending shower. Modernity is the
-vatehword of the colonists. The picaires now hanging will not be taken
clown before the first of November.
. . . Local newspapers just a week
ago featured in front-page headlines
the Cardinal's dedicatory speech the
day previous at Saint Paul's Church,
Cambridge.
So wo journeyed over
there the other day to see the place of
our inquisitive selves, and casually to
publish for readers of the HEIGHTS
a few particulars in regard to the
structure. Frankly, the exterior, while
adequate, does not give a true clue to
what one should expect of the inside;
for it is plain, of red-brick, and topped
with a tail quadrate spire. It is regrelable that the observer can not
stand off a little distance to view it
without backing up into somebody's
parlor.
The facade borders on a
street no wider than some of downtown Boston's notoriously contracted
ways. Well, it is rueful; but all
ecclesiastical grounds can not be as
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Eagle Smoothes Feathers for Allegheny Game
EAGLE RISES FROM
SYRACUSE DEFEAT
Continued from page 1 column 5
went wide. Bowman went back as
though to take the ball and Mcßride
received the snap. He hesitated a
moment and then swung into a hole
in the line.

The Orange as a team was in perfect action on this play. The secondary defence of Boston was swung

zipped on, a Joe
out and Mcßride
Sullivan in speed. Only Darling and

McKenney remained ahead. Vic Hanson and Captain Ray Simmons ac-

counted for them and Mcßride chased
over the touchdown. He kicked the

STATISTICS OF GAME
)

)

?

I
i
i

(
(
)

)
)
)
)

)

)
)

goal.

f

The Boston boys made one desperate rally just after the second quarter started. But it was checked and
the Orange, protecting its 7 to 0 advantage, played cagey football all the

f

way.

Bowman Shone Not
Simmons was content to make an
occasional threat through Bowman,
Foley or Mcßride, but he appeared
well satisfied when he had the ball
in mid-field or Boston College on the
offense well back in Boston territory.
Now and then Paster Ward came
through with a line buck that shone
for Boston and Chuck Darling added
a first down or two.
Chuck Darling, who is one of the
cleverest kickers in football, uncovered all varieties of punts. He had
them high and short and high and
long and he kicked often. The Bos-

ton ends, Grat O'Connell, Prank
Sullivan and Al O'Neil were clown

under the ball well and were

always

right where the ball was kicked,
showing that the Darling's short
punts were of design.
But the Syracuse backs dipped
their hands in glue and they refused
Occasionally they took
to fumble.
fair catches. Seldom did they try for
They simply
a return of the ball.
made sure they efught the ball and
let it go at that.

O'Neil Blocks Punt
Boston's one real chance came in
the third period, early. Boston had
kicked off again. There had been an
exchange of punts and Syracuse was
defending on its own 7-yard mark.
Bayley went behind his goal line to
punt. Al O'Neil blocked the kick and
the ball, free, rolled into the mass of
football players.
Boston, recovering it, might have
had a touchdown. Syracuse, if its
recoverers were tackled behind the
goal line, would have to yield points
through a safety.

But Mcßride

came through with a
snappy recovery, a twisting run and
he carried the ball out to the 15-yard
line.
The punting duel was resumed and
late in the period Mcßride paved the
way for the final three points.

Forward Pass Battle
Boston College, in possession of
the ball, sought gain by the forward
pass route. Chuck Darling shot the
ball to Joe McKenney, who made a
splendid catch.
Mcßride,
rushing
over, made one of the tackles of
which much is read but little seen.
Hit with force, McKenney dropped
the ball after running three yards.
Fivaz picked it up and it was Syracuse's ball.
On the first play Mcßride rushed
the ball 26 yards and quickly whipped
it into position for a try at field goal.
He went back to the 30-yard mark
and made the kick.
With the 10-point lead, Syracuse
really made little effort to further
score.
The road to Syracuse was hard and
long-, the ways of reaching- the Orange
city, various. Some went to Syracuse
by the well known medium of the
right thumb or by the left, for those
who were left-handed, others travelled
over the road in auto parties, while
the select travelled in state, i. e., by
train. It is said some travelled by
auto. Maybe they can be called autos,
and maybe not! Some of the autos
we passed on the road were just about
ready to give up the fight; their days
were all but over. Some were battered, others were tattered but all
moving steadily (or unsteadily), in
the general direction of Syracuse.
Here's hoping that they held out until
they got back.

Cross Country Team
Eagle Hockey Team
Ready for Season
Will Open Early

I

Name of play
Yards sained on end runs
Yards sained on bucks and off tackle

Kickoffs
Runback of kickoffs in

250
11
316
8
1
2
1
10
15
38
3
2
0
9
95
10
1

yards

Punts

Average yardage of punts
Runback of punts in yards
Fumbles in scrimmage
Hall lost on fumbles
Penalties
Yards lost on penalties
Earned first downs

First downs

13
62
29
104
12
4
2
3
0
11
49
31
1
1
8
60
2
4

6(5

Yards gained on forward passes
Total yards gained from scrimmage
Forward passes attempted
Forward passes completed
Forward passes intercepted by

on penalties

Having succeeded very well in the
open meets of the season so far, the
Eagle fliers are now turning their attention to the cross country work.
The main object of their training is
the dual meet held annually with Holy
Cross, which will be held during the
early part of next month.
Boston College has high hopes of
winning this year, as it has practically a veteran team. Among these
veterans is George "Lemons" Ler-

B.C.

Syracuse

Track Team Closes Fall Season
With Boston Common Meet
Boston College activities for Columbus Day were started off with a bang
when track and field stars from the
Heights proved to be the cream of
Boston's athletes exhibiting their
wares on the Common. Their work
culminated the fall track and field sea :
son which has been gratifying in
every respect. Before 10,000 enthusiastic track followers the Eagle's
standards were raised again and

again.
George Lermond, the speedy Nahant
boy starting from scratch featured
the five mile run by his steady plugging which finally brought him to the
fore in the day's most interesting
struggle.
Clarence De Mar, three time Marathan winner, Jimmy Henigan, popular
Maiden runner, were the prominent
pluggers who toed the mark at handicaps over the B. C. ace. Lermond's
continuous ground clearing stride
brought his past man after man until
he finished 110 yards before Baldwin
of B. A. A. and DeMar. As Lermond
smilingly breasted the tape his
mother dashed from under the ropes
and wiped the sweat from George's

face
Such
been

as he threw his arms about her.
a dramatic spectacle has seldom
seen around Boston. According

to veteran track followers.
Lermond did not furnish all the excitement, however, as Tom Cavanaugh
won the mile in 4m. 32 sec. over a fast
field. Frank McCloskey of Soph was
second. "Chesty" Joe Sullivan, the
Eagle's sprinting phenom, proved to

Team Mascot Now
Feeds B. C. Eagle
With the departure of Rev. RichA. O'Brien, S.J., faculty director
of athletics, for the Philippine
Islands, wonder arose as to who
would feed the Boston College masard

cot.
"Herpicide," a bald
American
eagle, the official mascot of Boston
College, was sent from Texas to the
Heights last spring by Rev. Fr.
Reisaeker, S.J., a former professor at

B. C. H., who realized the need of a
live mascot at University Heights.
All B. C. rejoiced at the acquisition of
this wonderful bird, "the lord of all
he surveys."
Fr. O'Brien assumed the role of
guardian and faithfully fed our mascot. Unknown to all but a few he
had an assistant, who faithfully took
up the duties of feeder and guardian
of "the Key to the Eagle's Aerie."
"Herpy's" present guardian is none
other than George Shine, the Boston
Latin School sophomore, who resides
on Lake street, near the college.
George is an altar boy at the college
and official mascot of the Boston College athletic teams.
Every second or third day Georgie
visits the kitchen of St. Mary's Hall
and emerges with several pounds of
raw meat, which are fed to "Herpy"
in his spacious cage on the reservoir
side of the Science Building. "Herpy"
requested the writer to publicly thank
Georgie for the kindness which he
has shown to the Eagles' Eagle.

be the

cream

of dash talent when he

romped home in the century in 10 and
1-5 seconds. John Kelley took the third
place in the quarter mile run.
McKillop and Welch furnished an
interesting struggle in the half mile
which was finally won by the former
in two minutes 4 2-5 seconds. The
times at the meet are considered excel-

lent in view of the fact that the Commont track receives little care and is
seldom used.
Clarence Flahive, last year's B. C.
star high-jumper, out leaped the others in his favorite event, when he
jumped 5 ft. 10 in. John B. "Dinny"
Welch was third in throwing the
thirty-five pound weight.

mond, B. C.'s representative in the
Olympics. The captain, one of the
leading distance men in the country,
and winner of the run last year, is
the favorite over the field of starters.
"Pat" Mahoney, captain of the
track team, is also a member of the
harriers.
Others who are making a
splendid showing are "Luke" McCloskey, Gerald O'Connor, Tom Cavanaugh, Louis Welch and "Bill" McKillop. McKillop, by the way, annexed the N. E. A. A. A. and the National Junior half-mile championship
during the summer.
There are several freshmen who
are making a good bid for this year's
team, the leading candidates among
them being, J. P. Russell, Hurlihy,
Coulter and Sonny Noyce.
Boston College has been well represented in cross country curing the
past few years, but above all its team
needs the encouragement of the stu-

dent

body.

for the kickoff, another game is
added to football history. Every
play, brilliant or otherwise, is

Allegheny Is Next
Gridiron Opponent
College's

next

faithfully recorded, by an expert,

in the sporting columns of

opponents

will be the Allegheny College eleven,
a new comer on the Eagle football
schedule. The Allegheny team earned
quite a reputation in 1923, winning
seven out of eight starts.
The one

The Boston Evening Transcript

defeat was administered by Cupie
Spear's West Virginia eleven. Incidentally, the West Virginia eleven
uses the same football system as Cavanaugh teaches, Spear being a former
pupil of the major's.

FOOTBALL EXTRA
published immediately

The scores of the Allegheny games
were: Allegheny 14, Theil 0; Allegheny 0, West Virginia 28; Allegheny
6, Grove City College 0; Allegheny 39,
Rochester 6; Allegheny 14, Geneva 0;
Allegheny 49, Westminster 0; Allegheny 14, St. Bonaventure 0; Allegheny 10, Bucknell 0.

The visitors from Pennsylvania will
arrive in the Hub on Friday evening,
and probably put up at the Hotel
Lenox, under the care of Head Coach
Tom Davies.
Davies is the former University of
Pittsburgh star quarterback, in the
days when Glen Killinger, Eddie Casey, Ben Roderick and Jimmy Fitzpatrick were the back field stars of
the nation. In his first year at Allegheny, Davies produced a winning
team. This season he is looking for
two big victories, one over the Eagles
and the other over Bucknell College.
Fred Parncll, a tackle and one of
the best line men on the Allegheny
squad, is the captain of this year's
eleven and will play opposite Joe
Kozlowsky, B. C.'s star tackle and
captain.

This past month

a sport

has arisen

at the Heights to a position hitherto
practically unheard of.
A tennis
tournament was recently concluded
which offered an opportunity to all
tennis players of any ability to show

their

wares.

The chances

are

that

next year Boston College will have a
tennis team that will uphold the
standards of B. C. in the Intercollegiate tournment. At present we must
sit by and watch the outcome of our

own matches.

three of the new men who will
make the going hot for positions on
the Eagle sextet. These men will
also make up the substitute material
that was lacking 1923-24.
are

When the Whistle Blows

Great interest was displayed in the
girls' events. Many likely candidates
for co-ed institutions receiving great
applause for their sterling work.

Boston

The Boston Arena will open at
least three weeks earlier than usual
this year. According to Fred Hoey,
In charge of Arena publicty, the ice
will be ready on Nov. 15. That means
that Boston College may be seen on
the ice before the Holy Cross football
game.
The Arena will this year introduce
professional hockey to the Boston
fans.
The "pros," playing a faster
brand of hockey than the amateur
teams hereabouts, will in no way interfere with the simon pures.
In fact, according to Fred Hoey,
the amateur and college teams will
be benefited by the coming of the professional teams, as they will aid in
the coaching of the local squads.
Charlie Foote will probably be in
charge of the B. C. ice team again
this fall and ought to have a better
This year
year than last winter.
Charlie will have Captain Jack Culhane and Henry Groden at the forwards, Sonny Foley at center ice,
Eddie Mullowney and Fred Mahoney
at the defense positions, ana Jack
Fitzgerald in the net. Tubber Cronin
from the B. A. A., Smokey Kelleher
from the Cantabs and Hebron Academy, and Joe Fitzgerald from B. C. H.

after the contest.
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Bosco Happy Despite Tumble on Orange Peel
ORANGE BLOSSOMS

Ryder Makes Plea

for Field Event Men
Field event men have always been
a scarcity on the maroon and gold
track team, since the majority of the
students who go out for track never
bother with the weights but take to
the running game.
The football team at the present
time claims three of the best weight
men at the Heights, namely, "Phil"
Larkin and Art McManus, both hammer throwers, and Owen Murphy,
shot putter. These men will not see
action however until the spring season.

Dinny Welch, Jim Flahive and Tom
Gallagher comprise the Eagle jumping outfit, all of whom will certainly
be among the place winners in the
coming meets.
Tom Gallagher is the only available man in the shot-put at the present time. Tom is hurling the spheroid
well around the forty-foot mark.
Bobby Dunn and Malcolm McLoud
are promising freshmen in this event.
The pole vault has very few candidates, Larry Killilea, John Maloney
and Ed Killion, place winners in the
last Holy Cross-Boston College dual
meet, bear the burden in this event.

RETURN GAME MAY BE
PLAYED

The University so impressed some
B. C. men that it was decided then
and there to get their graduate degrees on the Hill in Syracuse. After
the good time given by the University boys to the Boston followers, the

Boston College and Syracuse
meet in another grid game
next fall if jit is agreeable to thie
may

two graduate managers. Thp
game, however, will have to bje
played in I Syracuse, as th,e
Orange only plays two games a

decision became

His name was
James B. Connolly, now far-famed as
a writer of sea stories; stories which
he says he comes by naturally, for
his family have always been seafarers. Of his great
of sea
stories he likes "Headwinds" best, be.cause it contains his * own favorite
tale, Mother Machree.

third in the broad.

Living but a short distance from
the Heights, he now works in the
morning on the latest of his stories.
Jn the afternoon, seated in the almost
deserted stands, he watches the
Eagles practice, not alone to renew
in the rush and crash of the "Cavmen" his own athletic youth, nor
even because an ardent football fan,
for Boston College affects him more
deeply than that.
"I like to watch the practise of the
Maroon and Gold for many reasons
he revealed to the novice who went
seeking information of the old master.
"They are a fast, powerful team and
although it is too early in the season
to venture upon predictions, I expect
great things of them. They have football knowledge, as all of Major Cavanaugh's teams have. I regard his as
among the greatest of our football
coaches, combining, as he does, a
vital force and driving vigor that inspires his teams, with a knowledge of
psychology that enables him to get
the best out of his charges that they
have to offer.

"Yet it is not alone because of her
enviable record in football that I am
a B. C. fan, for I consider it a cer
tainty that, before twenty-five years
shall have passed it will be numbered
among the greatest and most influ"ential colleges of the land. Not only
is its situation unsurpassed, but because of the unity of architecture of
the buildings, it is the most beautiful. Another factor is the uncoiled
teaching found here. Catholic boys,
even up to twenty-five and thirty

No wonder you can't

go to

Joe Scolpenetti led the morning
singing and cheering in the lobby of
the Onondaga, Saturday, and Joe was
right in form. The For Boston and
Hail Alma Mater echoed and reechoed from the mezzanine to the
highest floor.

During the last few years we have
all noticed an increased interest in
Freshman Athletics. This year the
yearlings had two games of their own
on the schedule, in both of which they
acquitted themselves admirably. Last
year we saw a freshman hockey team
and also a baseball team.
Neither
were championship aggregations, yet
both had the desired effect, to stimulate interest in Freshman Athletics.
It will not be long before the Freshman Rule goes into effect and the college will foster freshman athletics.
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which seemed big to them,
which was important socially.
Now
they seem to have lost that false attitude and are taking pride in their
own colleges recognizing in them
standards second to none.
colleges speak
"Other
of their
traditions; why their traditions cannot be compared with those of this
college, a daughter of the Church, has
behind it the weight of centuries. It
breeds Christian gentlemen, and its
moral standards are unequalled ex-

Boston

College band

J

HK

was

Talbot Topcoats
For the top-of-the-morning, or to top olf a
Fall day, Talbot topcoats are matchless. In
a wide variety of fabrics, all cut out for grace
of line.

The percentage of alumni in the
lobby of the Onondaga made it look
like the City Club the night before
the Holy Cross game."

Tailored to give unusual style and enduring
service. Offered at a very special price.

Two B. C. cars went so fast
through Scotia on the return that a
white-faced cow burst fearfully into
the police station, interrupting a perfectly interesting game of checkers.
The speed limit of eight miles per
hour having been violated, it was a
toss-up whether the drivers would
spend the night in the county jail or
part with the prized watch chains for
bail. Some of these rural police
would make fine jewelry experts.

$

25

to

$

50

TALBOT CO.
395-403 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

We can sympathize with the flivver
that pulled into Syracuse at 8 o'clock
Saturday night. By the way, it isn't
back yet.

We invite you to open a checking
or savings account with us and to
share in the many privileges and facilities
offered by this strong, well-equipped bank.

Many of the boys took their first
taste of dormitory life Friday and
Saturday nights, thanks to the
courtesy displayed by the Syracuse
men.

Yes, we went up in a Cadillac!!
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Washington Square
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Huns

before the game and looked even better in the snake dance to the Onondaga after the game. There were
over 1,000 undergraduates and alumni
in the parade. Some of the grads
were youngsters with gray hairs, but
how they could snake dance.

fU®I,S

\u25a0

a

superb in the march to the stadium

Dress Clothes Renting

111
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They were so afraid of B. C. up in
New York State that the even put
locks on the Erie Canal.

and business men, she has poured
forth in a stream whose abundance
has only been exceeded by its quality.
Why only recently Miles Connolly, a
young graduate of the college was appointed editor of the Columbiad, the
official organ of the Knights of Columbus. He is intensive, enthusiastic, a
great critic, an omniverous reader,
and a true philosopher, for he has absorbed and digested that scholastic
philosophy he learned here. He will
make a real magazine out of Columbiad, one of interest, not merely to
Knights of Columbus, but to everyone. He has planned a series of articles by prominent men and another
about famous men. The first article
of the latter series, appearing in a
few weeks, in the first issue since his
appointment as Editor, will, I am told,
contain an article on Major Cavanaugh.
He is himself a brilliant
writer. It is the production of men of
this type that has made Boston College famous in the past and that cannot but add new lustre to her name
in the future."

't-J/

'

Bowman

-\,

I Syracuse

)

Luke Shields, the representative of
James M. Curley, Mayor of Boston,
left the Hub at 11 o'clock Friday
night and reached the Archbold
Stadium in time for the game. Mr.
Shields added to the Boston College
fun, both at and after the game.

ence.
"Scholars and athletes, educators

evil
f|*i

;

On the way up, we wondered where
the 110,000,000 people of the States
were living.

cept by the other Jesuit .Colleges
It is the spirit of the college that
amazes me?and fills me with glowing
enthusiasm and ardent hope for the
future. The college has grown fast,
almost too fast, yet it has a great
Catholic population from which to
draw, and I look for even greater
growth in the future. The record of
the school is remarkable In view of
the short time it has been in exist-

Dress Suits
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Shirts
Etc
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On Quality Street
Opposite the Common
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WHITE

111 Summer St., Boston
25% Discount
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The Quality Photographers

some

college

Schenecwith all

followers are undoubtedly glad
that the game will be played in
the Archbold Stadium, as the
New Yorkers gave them a
Splendid reception in every way

on

those

Ambitious Student
Can Earn

118 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON
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preferred to

get
your crystal set
hills up that way.

decisive.
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$25.00 per week in spare

No interference with
your studies.
Write to or
call at B & D College Publishing- Company, 100 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 713.

With an organisation of men who Know

their work-modern
we
are
enabled
to offer
equipmentplant of
Yoa on efficient service and the highest cpatitY" or
\n a

time.
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years ago,

more

year away' from home. Next
year these will be with Colgate
and Pittsburgh.
Boston grid

James B. Connolly a Frequent
Visitor at Football Practice
Some twenty-eight years ago, Uncle
Sam's athletes startled the world by
making an almost clean sweep of the
first modern revival of the Olympic
\u25a0Games. One of the main contributing
factors to this victory was the sterling
work of a twenty-seven year old
South Boston boy who took first place
?in the triple leap, or hop, step and
jump, second in the high jump, and

even
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Boston College Alumnus Attains
Great Journalistic Fame

Syracuse University formally inaugurated a School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs this fall, thus marking

first great effort among universities
to create an organized and systematiccourse in the essentials of citizenship
and good government.
a

*

*

*

Special naval reserve officer training courses have been established in
the George Washington University,
Washington, and St. John's College,
Annapolis. This plan is intended to
augment the recruiting of civilians in
the navy as members of the reserve
corps and, if successful, will be offered
to such other institutions of the country as may with to accept it.
*

*

*

Regular courses in public utilities
are being offered by the University of
Pennsylvania and Northwestern UniThis is the first
versity this year.
time that the electric and gas light
and power and street railway indus-

tries have received such attention as
a field of education. The purpose of
the course is to train men in the most
up-to-date methods of efficient operation and management of utility properties.
*

»

*

Debating teams representing Co-

lumbia and Oxford Universities

*

ar-

question to a

gued the Prohibition
draw.
»

*

By action of the board of trustees
the Law School of Leland Stanford
University has become a graduate
school requiring an A.B. degree for
admission. This ruling places Stan-

ford in the same class with Harvard
and Pennsylvania which at present
are the only universities in the United
States with a purely graduate Law
School.
\u2666

#

*

Efforts are being made to complete
new iron gates at the various entrances to the campus of Ohio State
University in time for the home football games.
Let us hope that students flushed with victory do not
carry them away as has been done in
the past.
*

»

«

Yale University was recently presented with a collection of TO decorations which were awarded by 17 different nations during the World War.
This collection, assembled during a
period of five years, is thought to be
the only complete one of its kind.
»

*

*

The new Science building at Marquette University is the latest in architecture.
It is of the Collegiate
Gothic type and similar in design to
the ancient cathedral of Cologne, Germany, built in the thirteenth century.
The window castings are of gray
stone contrasting with the brown
-

faced bricks of the walls.
*

*

*

An air college, similar to that of
Kansas, has been formed by the cooperation of New York University
and the Radio Corporation of America. Since the early part of October
short lectures by the faculty have
Vermont has been
been broadcast.
doing something along the same line
from her new station.
*

*

*

From Paris comes the news that Dr.
J. B. Scott, professor of International
Law and Foreign Relations of the
United States at the School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University, has been awarded the French
language medal of the French Academy in appreciation of the book which
he has just published on "French as
the Modern Diplomatic Language."
He is also a member of the French
Legion of Honor.
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Myles E. Connolly, '18, a writer of
reputation, recently
appointed editor of the Columbia, has
assumed active charge of this organ
of the Knights of Columbus. Mr.
Connolly succeeds John R. Kennedy,
who is now with Collier's Weekly.
Assisting him in this enterprise is another well known B. C. grad, John B.

national

Donahue, '21.
Under his brilliant editorship the
Columbia, already possessing the huge
circulation of nearly a million, and replete with popular human-interest
features by writers of international
fame, is confidentially expected to
scale new heights as a potent influence
in the country.
The Alumni Directory lists them as
journalists.
That designation catalogues but imperfectly the careers of
two of the cleverest writers graduated
from the college in a decade.
Myles Connolly, in addition to his
position as a feature writer on the
Sunday Post, conducted a column on
a Providence newspaper. He also con-

f

tributed many notable papers to the
leading: magazines of the country.
John B. Donahue, universally known
as "J. B.", he of the classic wit, was
a fellow writer on the Post with Con-

nolly. Of late, however, he has confined his activities to the Advertising
Department of the Post where he has
been equally successful.
The college careers of the two writers gave ample promise of their future
success. J. B. was the college humorAs editor-in-chief of
the
ist.
HEIGHTS and sporting editor of the
Stylus, he wrote classic humor and
unrestrained mirth into every department of the school publications. J.
B. was to the college papers what
Neal O'Hara is in the newspaper
ranks.
Myles Connolly had a great reputation as a speaker, debater without
a peer and salutatorian of his class
is his record. But writing was his
forte. As editor of the Stylus he
raised that magazine to a pinnacle of
literary success never known before.
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College Invited to
State Inaugurates
Celebrate Navy Day
Course in Music
Last summer, during the Pops season, a custom of years past was revived when a B. C. night was observed in Symphony Hall. It really
was a great surprise to see the crowd
which filled the hall on that evening.
In addition to the fine program of

classical music, B. C. songs were
played by the orchestra under Director Agide Jacchia. We may be pardoned for saying that it was not
solely because it was a B. C. activity
that most of the people were there,
but also to as great a degree that it
was to hear really good music that
the crowds came to that concert.
Now the regular Symphony season
is on. Those who listened to the various compositions performed during
the lighter Pops season with such delight may not always be able to so
Heights SEVEN

well appreciate the more subtle beauties of a symphony, which requires,
in addition to the soul of an artist,
the ear of a student. For these people, and also for teachers and students, a course in the study of symphonic music will be given in the Public Library Lecture Hall, by the State
University Extension, in co-operation
with the music department of the
library, under the direction of Mr.

Richard G. Appel, the department
head. There will also be lectures by
Prof. Spalding of Harvard, Prof. Marshall of B. U., Malcolm Lang, and
other prominent students of music.
This course will present a graduated study of the current repertory of
the Symphony Orchestra, in weekly
meetings. It will also deal with the
principles of music, interpretation,
score reading, and instrumental characteristics. The meetings will take
place on Monday afternoon of each
week, at 4.45, in the Lecture Hall of
the Library, Boylston street entrance.
All the students who are at all interested and who desire to gain a better appreciation of orchestral music
should attend the course.
During the past week the freshman
managers of football, Messrs. Driscoll,
Houghihan, Haugh, Morrell, Callahan,
Carey and McDevitt (Uncle Harry's
nephew), all have received plenty of
exercise walking around the grounds
looking for spies. Patroling Beacon
street and College road, together with

the further sides of the field is nothing
to be laughed at. By the time the
football season is over these managers
will have to buy a new pair of shoes.

The above mentioned managers have
been "dubbed" "The Collegiate Police
Force."
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at savings of
up to 40%
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cluding the machinery, guns, torpe-

does and many other parts of a ship,
the value of which can never be appreciated until they have been thoroughly scrutinized.
Sailor-life maybe observed in its reality. Exhibition
drills will be given by the boys in
blue and moving pictures illustrating
naval maneuvres will be shown. Various other exercises will be held during the day.
A special attraction will be the
scrapping of a battleship in conformation with the Limitation of Armaments

Treaty.

An

enjoyable
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CITY LAUNDRY COMPANY
98 Lenox Street, Boston (18)? Telephone Highlands 1583
SEND

ALL YOUR LAUNDRY TO US

Young Men's Autumn Suits
as Distinguished by Scott
less
THEtention
the

a gentleman's clothes attract at-

greater is the tribute to his

fine discrimination.
We aim to respect young- men's feelings if
the style urges athletic sacks and looselydraped trousers, and we always meet the
demand of current fashion quickly as it is.
established and safe.
But it's when you scrutinize that unobtrusive lapel
and find it well turned and of exquisite fabric ?then
you credit us with that "Careful Carelessness" that
is really the subtlety of our art. Conservative, gentlemanly and distinctive qualities planned to merge
into the background of the young man's personality.

Our

day

own

distinctive creations.

Priced $45 to $60?Ready-to-wear.

from which both pleasure and profit
may be derived is promised to all who
take advantage of this novel opportunity to see the navy as it is.

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

"AH Models"

The
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Shoes

I

and is a strong navy.
The Navy Yard in Charlestown is
one of the finest and most thoroughly
equipped in the world and, therefore,
every one should avail himself of this
unusual opportunity to inspect it.
The gates will be open to the public
from 10.00 A. M. until 5.00 P. M. No
formal pass will be required for admission and the freedom of the yard
will be granted to all visitors.
The yard shops will be open to public inspection and the various processes of manufacture connected with
a navy yard may be observed. Exhibitions of foundry and machine work,
shipbuilding, chain forging and rope
making will be given by experts. The
radio station will be a source of great
delight to all fans. Here the latest
developments in radio apparatus may
be seen. The ships in the yar.d may
be examined from stem to stern, in-

THE COLLEGE
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samples of these
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tended to the executive board, faculty and student body of Boston College by the commanding officials of
the Charlestown Navy Yard.
Navy Day will be celebrated on the
sixty-sixth anniversary of the birthday of one of the staunchest advocates of the navy; a man who while
living embodied all the qualities of
the typical American; a man whose
words must be weighted and pondered
over seriously, Theodore Roosevelt,
one of the greatest of Presidents the
United States has ever known. Roosevelt spoke with deep sincerity when
he said that a country's greatest asset
and surest guarantee of peace was

shoeo

DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU
I
Let me show you I

I

A special invitation to join with the
navy in a fitting celebration of Navy
Day on October 27th, has been ex-
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